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1.0 I UTM1OiCTION

This progress report covers the period Doc ber 1, 1979

through January 31, 1980 under Contract DAAK10-79-C-0040. This program

is for the design and development of the XH746 Practice Fuze Spotting

Charge.

In the month of December, (18th and 19th), ballistic

testing of th Practice Fuse Spotting Charge was conducted at Ft. Lewis,

Washington.

1.1 ObJect of Test

The primary objective of the testing was to determine

which of the three spotting charge candidates, MOD ', ORI or MBA would

reliably produce the best visible smoke cloud in a muddy target area,

1.2 Hardware

- All spotting charges were loaded into XM747E2 fuzes and

assemblied to the four port 155m.., X804 projectile, Figure 1).

The SU22 (MOD 4E ) and ORI composition was contained

within the fuse 1 a- L Ug.2r. The MBA configuration was assembled,

as shown in Figure 3, (see Table 1 for fuse configuration and Tables 2 and
~~~4 for compostion). ."

The weapon used was a 155.m Howitzer with M4A2/5 charge.

1.3 Testing Matrix

The first phase was to eliminate either the MOD "E" or

ORI spotting charge based on their performance; the best performance

(MD "t") was carried forward to Phase II testing along with the MBA

spotting charge. The Phase TI testing yielded a final candidate for

further evaluation in Phase III testing, see Table 3.

1.4 Test Set-UD

To observe and score the spotting charges, P.O. (forward

observers) were stationed at 2000 and 4000 meters for Phase I and 1800

1... .. ........
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FUZ CONFIGURATtONS

(70M FT. L IS TZSTING)

14739 NOD Description

ND E S . 7 0 tsndard X739 Fuse with cap, cross bar holder assembly,
1U Delay Plunger, safe/army assembly and explosive
booster removed, loaded with 47 grams ARRADCOM pyro
aix SW522. 6, Table 2 for composition.

0 R A*L ........ t uze as NOD E except 811-522 smoke composition
replaced with a red phosphorous composition.
See Table 2 for composition.

c .a r to MD I except smoke charge consists of
titanium tetrachloride (TICI ) a cold smoke
composition which is expelleA from the fuze body
by an AlADCOM NO K smoke ejection charge.
See Table 4 for composition.
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T7M-

X by Wt. sm.~fleactu

31m kt 40 + 1 JAN-Z-365

Potamim~ Perchlorate 20+ 0.5 ICL-P-217A, GrA, C14

?,tas iItrate 20 + 0.5 ?IIL-P-15613 Cl 2

Alitm i Aculsed) 20 + 0.5 HIL-?-14067A Type 11

Ihgmeium 17 PaL-P-14067 Type I

Sodiin Wtrat. 17 NIL-S-3223, Cr!

Pbospborou., led 63 MZL-P-ZI1A, Cl 2

ZInc Oxuds 3 ILZ-291C GrA Cl 1



MODE ORI MBA
PH M ah8 h B m8 ch

I LA LA LA

I -i II I

MBA
8 nh 8 ech

LA LA
9 eac 8 each
HA HA

PHANE 5 ooc
US LA

NA

LA -O(A: W2 mlb
MA -OSI: 1006 rU

TASLE 3
TESTMATRIX
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TABLE 4.

TITANIUM TTCHOIE-TiCl 4

PEYSICAL ?IOFRKIE

Chemical Formula TiCl 4
molecular Weight 189.7

color, Form clear liquid

Boiling Point 136.4 0C

Specific Gravity (20 0 C)1.726

Density Mls./$&a.) 14.4

Stability decomposes in the presence of
moist air

OIItChflONS (Weston. xichl, an Plant)

Titanium, mt.% 25.0 minim

Chlorine, 0 i0z 74.0 mtinim
color 50 maximu=

Natal Analysis. pp.
Tin (9n) 10 max. Chromium (CO) 5 max.
Aluminum (Al) 10 am. Antimony (Sb) 5 Max.
Iron (Ne) 15 am. Arsenic (As) 10 max.
Vanadium (Y) 10 max. Load (Pb) I max.
Silicon (Si) 10 max. nickel (mii) 5 max.
copper (Cii) 5 max.

S~UEAND ENLN

Titanium totradhloride. mist be maintained under inert atmosphere.1
litrogen containing less that 10 ppm oxygen is recomended. Expo-
sure to moisture In the air generates hydrochloric acid and titanium
dioxide. Refer to the titanium tetrachloride "Product Safety luf or-
mation" shoet for safety Information, and to the Stauffer brochure

"A Guide to Cylinder Unloading."

TRADMU PROm~u U D Mu STAUPFIR CDIICALS PRODUCTI



and 2000 meters for Phase 11 and III testing. The F.0. were a mix of

hRRADCOM, Ft. Sill, Ft. Lewis, Chamberlin, MBA and Yuma Proving Ground

personnel, see attachmnt A.

The scoring system for Phase I was complex. Two F.0's

used a maber system and 5 .0's used an alphabetical rating system

which related as follows: 1 & U - unobserved, 6 & E - excellent. For

the balance of the testing, 7.0's used a numbering system 1 through 5 where

I - unobserved and 5 - excellent. The spotting charges were fired in an

alternate order, OD "E", ORI, MBA.

The tests were recorded on video tape and 16um camera as

follows: Phase 1, 16mm cmera and video at 2000 meters and video at

4000 meters. Phases II and 111, video at 1800 and 2000 meters and 16mn

camera at 1800 for the first part of Phase II.

1.5 leather

Rain was quite persistent for the two days of testing.

The weather conditions listed below were submitted by Ft. Lewis.

Temperaaure Humidity Wind Direction Wind
from (True) Speed

18th. 1100 510 891 - Calm

1200 520 89Z - Calm

1300 510 921 - Calm
1400 520 821 - Calm
1500 510 86Z 120°  4 Knots

19th. 1100 530 77Z 2000 8 knots

1200 530 801 1800 10 knots
1300 530 831 200°  10 knots
1400 530 80 2100 10 knots

1500 510 851 2000 8 knots
1600 500 891 1900 4 knots
1700 490 891 1900 4 knots

1.6 alstic Testin.

The Phase I testing went as planned on December 8, 1979, with

eight each of ISD "I3, Ol and NSA spotting charges fired at a low QE of
522 ails.- Tere were 4 1.O 's at 2000 meters and 3 at 4000 meters.

9
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Based on the scoring of the 7 F.0's (MOD "E" 174,

HBA 143 and OIl 122, sumnarized in Attachment A). the ORI spotting

charge was dropped from further testing. The smoke clouds for MOD "E"

and MBA, when observed, appeared similar in intensity and duration (see

Figure 3). The flashes observed were judged poor to none for both

configurations. Low priority was placed un the flash due to the fact

that it is a night training requirement.

For the Phase II testing, the F.0's at 4000 meters were

moved to 1800 meters due to the poor visibility and difficulty in spotting

the smoke cloud at the extended range. In total there were 4 F.0's at

1800 meters and 7 F.0's at 2000 meters. No Phase II and III testing was

conducted on December 9th.

In the first part of Phase II testing, 8 each MOD "E"

and NMA fuzes were fired at a low QE of 522 mils. The MBA spotting

charge, with the exception of one round, displayed a smoke cloud which

was judged to be good to excellent in both cloud size and persistence.

The NOD "" performed uch better than the Phase I testing but was

scored significantly lower than the MBA spotting charge. See Figure 5

for a photographic comparison of the typical cloud size.

In the high QE (1054 mils) portion of Phase II testing,

the NOD "Ir and NBA spotting charges performed pretty much the same with

many unobserved and relatively poor smoke clouds. The poor performance

was not totally unexpected. Static testing at NBA in September 1979

showed the function time of the OD "I" spotting charge to be an average

of 2 ma and MBA to be 2.5 me, from ignition to display of smoke from the

projectile smoke ports. Analysis suggests that on soft ground at high

QE's these times are equivalent to, to slightly longer than, projectile

burial time.

Figure 6 presents ARRADCOK's estimate of the worst case,

most rapid burial condition for the 155m projectile in question. This

condition exists In deeply saturated light sand soils. The ABBADCOM

model predicts coverage of the moke ports located 19 inches back on the

projectile, 1.8 milliseconds after impact.

10
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SMOKE CLOUO

MOD "AE~

MBA TnCL 4

FIGURE 5
SMOKE CLOUD COMPARISON 0710-18985
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Based on the total scoring of the Phase It testing, the

MU spotting charge was selected for the Phase III testing. Due to the

poor performance at the high QE firing, it was decided the Phase III

firing would be conducted at a low QE of 522 mils.

The Phase III testings were mixed. Three out of the

nine firings resulted in smoke clouds judged good to excellent. The

remaining six rounds yielded mixed results reported by the observers,

per Attachment A, they ranged from fair to no visible smoke cloud.

Rounds 1, 2 & 3 of this test series were assembled to

projectiles with 900 ports.

1.7 Conclusions

The smoke clouds produced by the MBA spotting charge,

particularly in the low QE Phase 11 testing, were judged to develop the

superior cloud. However, due to the inconsistent performance of both

the MOD E and TiCl4 spotting cha ges, further Improvement is need.

Design requirements to achieve function time repeatability need to be

better understood. Quality control and manufacturing methods need to

be reviewed in detail and upgraded, or otherwise changed, if it is

determined they are causing inconsistent spotting charge performance.

Environmental testing should be undertaken to establish the effects, if

any, on fuse performance after TAH, transportation, vibration, etc.

1.8 Data Reducation

Figures 7 through 17 show the 90% confidence envelopes

for each of the fuse tests with the composite of MOD "E" and TICl4

averaging the evaluation with the number of observers, adjusting the

evaluation to a coon scale, and using zero for a non-visible cloud.

The cloud observations are scaled from 0 to 4.

A standard procedure, see Attachment 3, was used to
determine the statistical quantities for 902 confidence. The curves

can be interpreted as follows: The cumulative distribution shows the

14
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number of fuzes that will either exceed or be less than a certain value.
Using Figure 10 as an example, the intersection of the lower curve with

zero, (20), shows the cumulative number of events that would not yield

visible results or conversely, 100 less the intersection value which

will give visible results. Because the curve is the 902 confidence

envelope, this condition is stated as follows:

"You can be 902 confident that 80 times out of 100 the

observer will see a cloud."

These results for each individual test and the MOD "E"

and TiCl4 composites are shown in the bar chart of Figure 4.

The center line between the 90% confidence lines is

included on the figures because it represents the average line or 502

confidence curve. The test points are ordered in increasing values and

plotted on the figures using the procedures given in the reference.

Note that, for the most part, all data points fall within the 90%

confidence envelope and that approximately 502 fall on either side of the 502

confidence curve.

The composite 90% confidence performance of the MD "E"
and the TiCl 4 configurations are approximately equal, The MOD "E" has

a lower average observed intensity, but also a lower dispersion about the

average than the TIC14 , which yields good high confidence values. The

TiCl41 although mom 40Z higher than the MOD "E" in average observed
Intensity, experienced a lower reliability and, therefore, a higher

dispersion. It can be expected that with reliability improvements, the

TiCl 4 configuration will show much better results. For instance, if the

TiC14 reliability is Improved to match the MOD "" configuration, some
92 out of 100 of the TIC14 clouds would be visible at 90Z confidence.

1.8 Contract Add-On

In the month of January 1980, M was informed of a

contract add-on for $9,250 for 576. XK747I Practice Fuses, for additional

testing at Ft. Sill and A.RADCOK.

26



1.9 hans for Next Period

Fabricate and amble XH747Z fuse asaiblies for Shipment

on February 29, 1960.

1.10 u dtue

Uxpenitures for January 1979 through Janary 1900, *69,500.
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probability paper, In this ease, lengthy and tedious. The proce- a specified minimum tensile
is mud as follows: dure is varied u follows: Strength of 25,000 psi. Data were

1. Arrange the data in order 1. Tabulate the number of oh- obtained over a three month peri.
servatons that lie In equal-sised od. As seen in Fig 1:
intervals. The interva should be 1. Averave tensile strength to

vama 3-a10 me DAraT a noo at leust 10 ti.m the lat signifi- be expected is 26,650 poi.
wig" TRUSS s cant figure to which the values Z By inspection, the intercept

-ae ms"rd of the specification minimum and
t 2L Calclate the pehntae of the curve indicates that 265. of
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.- To groups of hardam data ane O aPsrL. S2u3M 4-Coidm ue .env l foarithM ,icreb4i iiltio g PPd'r.
coaejlenoo o.awlepen do nt ewvlp at the So% ordinate, Estimate of standard dewistwin (s) uis mae equivalent
te towp are difsres* and Proeesm A wiU produce to distance &ctwoM 50% ordinae and ith 1696 or
b6Utv TMuts Atdut Ptesa Ds% of' a! U 84% ordinat.

the material will probably be be- expected values of yield strength, values. Since the confidence en-
low the specification minimum. til.WO strngth. elongation, etc.. velopes do not overlap at the 60.%
& The onfidence envilope in- and incorporate them into a ape- ordinate. it c€n be stated with

dicates that 95 times out of 100, cification. In this use the prob- 95% confidence that the two heat
an little as 7.5% and as much U ability plot in Fig 2 indicates that treating processes are signifl-
45% of the material can be ex- 96% of the time a speciied yield cantly different.
pected to exhibit a tensile strength strength of 70,000 pi will be oh- When daa awe not
below the specification minimau tained 08 times out of 100. normaliy distributod

Probability paper, then, shows To compare seft of date-An One major shortcoming of prob-
the engineer Low well a material additional useful application of Ability paper should be noted
is performing and suggets a arithmetic probability paper is here. If the data do not fall on
course of action to follow. In this the comparison of several sets of an approximately straiiht line

cast, there ar two possible data to determine whether they when plotted on arithmetic prob-
courses: either revise the spe- were picked from the same or ability paper, this method of
chcation propertles in accordance from diftereat distributions. This analysis cannot be u-ied. Radical
with the facts of actual per- Is a eneral engineering problem deviation from a straigiht !.in* in-
formance, or choose a new aloy since ma situations occur where dicates a skewed di.-trilution
for the application. a design or process is changed (some typos of data. such as

To set up specsj mlot UIts- and a decision must be made as to measurements of interlaminar re-
Take a case where a literature whether a real improvement has sistance or stress rupture. seem
survey turned up a prominlr been obtained, ..e., an Improve- to be inherently ske%%%IC. wierea"
custing alloy but, as usual, only meat that matchs the economic the scale of the abscissa has beea
averave mechanical properties fators involved. based on A normal distribution.
were quoted. Oince an arithmetic Two bet treating methods The ewse with which the arith-
averan gives no ication of gave the hardnme results plotted matic mean (1) and the estimate
values at the extremm of a die- In Fig 1. Although the varation of standard duvlation ( can be
trbu&to a mre preos atismt in hardnm produced by proem obtained ometimes leads to an
of mechanical properties was A is no Ies than that produced artlik-al "Ait" of a straht line

nedd for spoeslastdon purpbm. by proem 3, i comparison of the to the data with the consequeW
by pouring tmile brs from arithmeti meas (X) shows that that Invalid data Are " o lbtL If

sveral experlmenial het, It Is preem A will mulstently pro- the data are skewed. then Tnde
puusiMe to forema the minimm do higher average, hardns must be caklatIed nuathematimRf

24.* .?1''si ?4 IV~fI IIV'"'
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! loaUrithms an used, two or! It49 a To CaTMt C"h ao gce £S4vaLoDEs

pirc iible. to the .
at.t the logarithmo the BUe- simnple suevatio-4 are plotted on arithmece
probability paper. This is often Lswl, 10.15 16-20 2l..i Ve1LyUg0
lkgft* %'ei enttfLt than sing lopa 17 *1II'l
ritinuic probability paper becaus so ........... 1 .3 17 - 1

v~~t si95 .1 ....... ,.............. L17 10 U 1.2. -
the scA, of the abscisa can be 6 ..................... .8. 1.6 2.79 ,
chosea to fit each set of data, .1
while the logarithmic probability
paixhr has a fixed umber of TheA. i weE vlpcycis. If logarithmic probab tyC
INper has a tizW number of its slgifahco Kow to construct It
.itandard deviation, s, is obtained In Fig -4 te that an "en. Drawing the confidence an-
by subtr.acting the log or th: 50 % velope" has been drawn around vulpe is done on the bads of
value from the klg o" t:m value the curve representing test the followiug ,.ts:
at 84 aud exprw.sibnr x as the observatons. The eonlldnc 1. The true ari'hmetic ueanc
dieraf-lc in loa or in fr.ctions level chosen and the lies within nfd interva
oi log cycles, envelope associated with it a & i inrv

used to answer the question, X i-ksiVn
The consdmoe enessope-If the "Now reliable are the state. . The true standard devia.logarithms of a set of observa- meats that have been made?" tioa lies within the interval Z/10

tionx are plotted on arithmetic Note also that two sets of "" s = !ks/ V
probability paper, the mechanics similar observations on the sne The constant, k, depends on
of determining the confidence en- materil, plotted on probability the number of observations and
velope are the same as those noted paper, will give rise to slightly desired confidence level, while a
in the box. If logarithmic prob. different distributions. The use represnts the number of obser-
ability paper is used, the method of a eonfidence envelope, which vations. The accompanying table
for calculating the limits of the takes into account errors in the lists approximate values of k
confidence cnvelo)e is varied moan (X) and estimate of the for different confidence levels

standard deviation (a), beceuans and sample sizes.slightly. bathr thoa estimtnfgr a necessity if the interval with- Using the values of X" and. a
on the b is of log diffe , in which a distribution lies ii to derived from Fig 1, the con-
measure the distance between the be determined. Adenes evlope for then obser-
30% ordinate and 16% or 84% The 0confidence level" d- Ttons was derived as follows:
ordinate as shown in Fig 4. This sired must be determined For
distance. is representative of the most engineering purposes, the The arithmetic mean lies
value of a and may be substituted 95% conildene level is general- within the range := lis / V n.
for 8 in the equation used to de- ly chosen. The degree of cer. From Pig 2, we note that
terinne the limits of the eon- taity ssociated with this con- 2550 psi. From the accompanying

dence envelope (see boz). Adence level will satisfy almost table, on the bas of a 95% con-
a tall engineering requirements. fidence level and 22 obsmrvations.One danger of using too igh k 2.06. Therefto. Is / A =In P n ioff x05arimente a confidence level (such as the = (LO ) (265)/V -ffm -1120.

The graphical methods Just de- 99% level) arises from the fact ISd -
scribed are excellent tools for that in many engineering in- The range of the estimato of
ealuating properties of materials vestigations & great manyo -er. the tandard deviation is = ks /
and processes after data have vados cannot be made. Fig 5 ARi Sian k. and s remain
been obtained. If possible, the on the nat pae indicates that the sme. the interval is
services of a statistician should the dereof reliability increases (.06) (2650) / V-44 .. -9
be obtained be.ors a program Is with the numerefotobervations. PL.
sun in order to obtain maximum It also Increaes when the cona. To construct the confidence
benefits from a minimum of data. dance level is deereased. In other envelope, at 50 cumulative per-

The statistically designed oz. words, as the width of the confl- cent plot two points: one u20
program, " o d dee enveloie decreases, the psi above and one 1120 psi be-perimenta o , oppsed amount of satter to be expected low the curve. At 16 a 84 "

to the normal engineering "one at In daft also decreass. By suc- cumulative percent, plot points
a time" approach. will vay S5- Acing some degree of certainty 1910 psi (1120 psi ' "t0 psi)
orli parametw at one time. A it Is possible o actually increame above and below the curve. Con-
stA~lsthia design may evalusa Wh Practical utility af a state. netting the points predsme %he
the istence of Interactions be. macnt of material properes o eidsme e envelope. .9
o tewu several Variables, usually
Oe ethe pittails ef the Woe at a I
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Sta~iticaI wcthniques permit 17i 4  "7
tiag engineer to decide tho mini- A*l I __

.ua number ai observations Y"F 1
la..cssary to miake a rliable do- I -"Of /
cision. Since the coal of making 7s4 /

suuh kuwledgccan saver~j tt anxi/ 1 IlL
neer both time and money. - I .1 [ .
The importance of statistics a -(-eat uiea tool for all engineers cannot be %,721110 1 Io r,overemphasized. It is a particular- 10 W0 ' - , A T r 1

ly valuable tool for those who are i yi
required to predict results or 9- - i I

flormulat addition.d, and possibly I 8
expensive, progrants on the basis - -

of a few teat results. Large to 6. ,et
evaluation errors may be madl .- 1
w 1 4a only a few samples can beIakev,. Consider. for example. -

tik ...e two "diametrically opposed , ,t*
exgemes of evaluation errors: - ,

L. A positive result is obtained 00 al 05 a 0o 50 70 to 96 995w. the first tri;J when the prob- Cimulitw Peres"
ability of obtaining such a result S-Reibiti iwcreases as the number of obbrtrtios icras. A sinddar
" &ZW vely low. This is an un- ed,-t resuls wh*a the comjide, level u decreased.
fortunate situation since a large
effort may be expended in an at-
tempt to obtain the original re- ixisitive result is relatively high. that a Large and wasteful effort
suIlt. This places the predictor in the may be made to develop another

2. The reverse may occur and a position of, perhaps, discontinu- method when the first would h-.e
negative result is obtained when ing a potentially successful pro- been the most satisfactory one.
the probability of obtaining a ject. The unfortunite corrollary is (more f,&D on p 1T1

What Is Probability Paper?
The development of arithmetic probabilty peroezti is plotted .on the probability scale since the

Paper cam be viSualiZed as follows: Assume that A probability curve represents the integral of the
represents the standard normal distribution curve area under the normal probability curve. Cumula-
-of a set of data, the familiar "bell-shaped" curve tive percentages for varying numbers of observe-
definedbye (t) - (1/ VT-)eV/s. Integating,(t) tions are given in Table 1.
reults in a curve similar to- B on which is
plotted the umuative pereM of observAtioUs at Getilag the paper
or below a given value, against that value. If the Two sources for probability paper are.: Cod%:x
abecima of B is now strtch symmetrically, but Book Co., Norwood, Mass. (arithmetic-No. 312.?
nonlinealy, about the 50% value, the curve be. losarlthmie--No. 128), and Keuffel & Esser Co.,comas ia strSh line (C) eand the scale of the New York City (arithmetic-No. 359-23, logarith-
abselass becomes a probaWty scale. Cumulative mi.-No. 39-2UG).
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